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Overview

Model-based Diagnosis (MBD) is a principled approach to fault
localization in any type of system that can be described in a
formal structured way

Knowledge Base Debugging (KBD) draws on concepts from
MBD to find faults in a monotonic knowledge base
We show that KBD is a generalization of MBD in that

any MBD problem can be reduced to a KBD problem
solutions of the MBD problem can be directly extracted from
solutions of the KBD problem

The sequential MBD problem is a special case of the sequential
KBD problem in that the latter allows a user to provide more
types of measurements and specify additional requirements
(beyond consistency)

Consequently: KBD approaches can be applied to all systems
amenable to MBD
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MBD I

Definition 1 (System)
A system is a tuple (SD, COMPS) where SD, the system description, is
a set of first-order sentences, and COMPS, the system components, is
a finite set of constants c1, . . . , cn.

Let SDbeh := {¬AB(c)→ beh(c) | c ∈ COMPS} where beh(c) denotes
the first-order sentence describing the expected behavior of
c ∈ COMPS. General axioms describing the system domain or
descriptions of the interplay between the system components are
comprised by SDgen. So, SD = SDbeh ∪ SDgen.

Definition 2 (MBD-DPI)
Let OBS (observations) be a finite set of first-order sentences, MEAS
(measurements) be a finite set including finite sets mi of first-order
sentences, and (SD, COMPS) be a system. Then (SD, COMPS, OBS,
MEAS) is an MBD diagnosis problem instance (MBD-DPI).
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MBD II

Definition 3 (SD∗[∆])
Let DPI := (SD, COMPS, OBS,MEAS) be an MBD-DPI and UMEAS

denote the union of all m ∈ MEAS. Then SD∗[∆] :=
SD ∪ {AB(c) | c ∈ ∆} ∪ {¬AB(c) | c ∈ COMPS \∆} ∪ OBS ∪ UMEAS for
∆ ⊆ COMPS denotes the behavior description of the system
(SD, COMPS)

under the current state of knowledge given by the DPI in terms of
OBS and MEAS, and
under the assumption that all components in ∆ ⊆ COMPS are
faulty and all components in COMPS \∆ are healthy.
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MBD III

Definition 4 (MBD-Diagnosis)
Let DPI := (SD, COMPS, OBS,MEAS) be an MBD-DPI. Then
∆ ⊆ COMPS is an MBD-diagnosis for DPI iff SD∗[∆] is consistent (i.e.
∆ explains OBS and MEAS). An MBD-diagnosis ∆ for DPI is called
minimal iff there is no MBD-diagnosis ∆′ for DPI such that ∆′ ⊂ ∆.

Problem 1 (Sequential MBD)
Given: An MBD-DPI DPI := (SD, COMPS, OBS,MEAS) and a
diagnostic goal G. Find: MEASnew ⊇ ∅ and ∆, where MEASnew is a set
of new measurements such that ∆ is a minimal MBD-diagnosis for
the MBD-DPI DPInew := (SD, COMPS, OBS, MEAS ∪ MEASnew ) and ∆
satisfies G.
Remark: Examples for diagnostic goals G are the presence of one
highly probable or just a single remaining (minimal) diagnosis.
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KBD – Diagnosis Problem Instance

Definition 5 (KBD-DPI)
Let

K be a KB,
P,N be sets including sets of sentences,
R ⊇ {consistency} be a set of (logical) requirements,
B be a KB such that K ∩ B = ∅ and B satisfies all requirements
r ∈ R,
the cardinality of all sets K, B, P, N be finite, and
all sets K, B, P, N be formulated over some monotonic logic.

Then we call the tuple 〈K,B,P,N〉R a KBD diagnosis problem
instance (KBD-DPI).
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Solution KB

Definition 6 (Solution KB)
Let DPI := 〈K,B,P,N〉R be a KBD-DPI. Then a KB K∗ is called
solution KB w.r.t. DPI iff all the following conditions hold:

∀ r ∈ R : K∗ ∪ B fulfills r (1)
∀p ∈ P : K∗ ∪ B |= p (2)
∀n ∈ N : K∗ ∪ B 6|= n. (3)

A solution KB K∗ w.r.t. DPI is called maximal iff there is no solution
KB K′ w.r.t. DPI such that K′ ∩K ⊃ K∗ ∩K (i.e. K∗ has a set-maximal
intersection with K among all solution KBs).
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KBD-Diagnosis and KBD-Conflict

Definition 7 (KBD-Diagnosis)
Let DPI := 〈K,B,P,N〉R be a KBD-DPI. A set of sentences D ⊆ K is
called a KBD-diagnosis w.r.t. DPI iff (K \ D) ∪ UP is a solution KB
w.r.t. DPI (i.e. K∗ := (K \ D) ∪ UP satisfies (1) – (3)). A
KBD-diagnosis D w.r.t. DPI is minimal iff there is no D′ ⊂ D such that
D′ is a KBD-diagnosis w.r.t. DPI.

Definition 8 (KBD-Conflict)
Let DPI := 〈K,B,P,N〉R be a KBD-DPI. A set of formulas C ⊆ K is
called a KBD-conflict w.r.t. DPI iff C ∪ UP is not a solution KB w.r.t.
DPI (i.e. K∗ := C ∪ UP violates at least one of (1) – (3)). A
KBD-conflict C w.r.t. DPI is minimal iff there is no C′ ⊂ C such that C′
is a KBD-conflict w.r.t. DPI.
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Canonical Solution KB

In general, the (maximal) solution KB resulting from the deletion of
one and the same set D from K is not unique. Since

P does not justify the inclusion of sentences (semantically)
different from UP , and
only one solution KB is sought

we define:

Definition 9 (Canonical Solution KB)
(K \ D) ∪ UP is the canonical solution KB for D w.r.t. DPI iff
(K \ D) ∪ UP is a solution KB w.r.t. DPI.
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Canonical Solution KB vs. KBD-Diagnosis

The relationship between maximal canonical solution KBs and
minimal KBD-diagnoses w.r.t. a DPI is as follows (cf. [Rodler, 2015]):

Property 1
Let DPI be a KBD-DPI. Then the set of all maximal canonical solution
KBs w.r.t. DPI is given by

{(K \ D) ∪ UP | D is a minimal KBD-diagnosis w.r.t. DPI}

Therefore, KBD methods focus on the computation of minimal
KBD-diagnoses in order to find all maximal canonical solution KBs.
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KBD-Diagnoses, Solution KBs and KBD-Conflicts

The relationship between the notions KBD-diagnosis, solution KB and
KBD-conflict is as follows:

Property 2
Let D ⊆ K. Then the following statements are equivalent:

1 D is a KBD-diagnosis w.r.t. 〈K,B,P,N〉R .
2 (K \ D) ∪ UP is a solution KB w.r.t. 〈K,B,P,N〉R .
3 (K \ D) is not a KBD-conflict w.r.t. 〈K,B,P,N〉R .
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Sequential KB Debugging

The sequential KBD problem which seeks a set of test cases in order
to achieve a diagnostic goal G is defined as follows:

Problem 2 (Sequential KBD)
Given: A KBD-DPI DPI := 〈K,B,P,N〉R and a diagnostic goal G.
Find: Pnew ,Nnew ⊇ ∅ and D, where Pnew ,Nnew are sets of positive
and negative test cases, respectively, such that D is a minimal
KBD-diagnosis w.r.t. DPInew := 〈K,B,P ∪ Pnew ,N ∪ Nnew 〉R and D
satisfies G.
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Reducing MBD to KBD

Any MBD-DPI can be modeled as a KBD-DPI, and the solutions of
the latter directly yield the solutions of the former:

Theorem 1 (Reduction of MBD to KBD)
Let mDPI := (SD, COMPS, OBS,MEAS) be an MBD-DPI where
COMPS = {c1, . . . , cn}. Then:

mDPI can be formulated as a KBD-DPI kDPI such that there is a
bijective correspondence between KBD-diagnoses for kDPI and
MBD-diagnoses for mDPI.
All MBD-diagnoses for mDPI can be computed from the
KBD-diagnoses for kDPI.
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Reducing MBD to KBD

Proof:
We first show how mDPI can be formulated as a KBD-DPI kDPI. To
this end, we specify how kDPI = 〈K,B,P,N〉R can be written in terms
of the components of mDPI = (SDbeh ∪ SDgen, COMPS, OBS,MEAS):

K = {αi | αi := beh(ci ), ci ∈ COMPS} (4)
B = OBS ∪ SDgen (5)
P = MEAS (6)
N = ∅ (7)
R = {consistency} (8)
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Reducing MBD to KBD

Proof (cont’d):
That is, K captures SDbeh ∪ {¬AB(ci ) | ci ∈ COMPS}, i.e. the nominal
behavioral descriptions of all system components. By Def. 7, D ⊆ K
is a KBD-diagnosis for kDPI iff both

(K \ D) ∪ B ∪ UP meets all r ∈ R (i.e. is consistent) (9)

and

(K \ D) ∪ B ∪ UP 6|= n for all n ∈ N (10)

hold.
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Reducing MBD to KBD

Proof (cont’d):
Let now D be an arbitrary KBD-diagnosis for kDPI such that
D = {αi | i ∈ I} for the index set I ⊆ {1, . . . ,n}.
Using (4) – (8) above, condition (9) for D is equivalent to the
consistency of

SDbeh∪{AB(ci ) | i ∈ I}∪{¬AB(ci ) | i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} \ I}∪OBS∪SDgen∪UMEAS

which in turn yields that

SD ∪ {AB(ci ) | ci ∈ ∆}
∪ {¬AB(ci ) | ci ∈ COMPS \∆} (11)
∪ OBS ∪ UMEAS is consistent

for ∆ := {ci | i ∈ I}.
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Reducing MBD to KBD

Proof (cont’d).
But, (11) is exactly the condition defining an MBD-diagnosis (see
Def. 4). Note, since N = ∅ by (7), condition (10) is met for any D
satisfying (9) and can thus be neglected. Hence, D = {αi | i ∈ I} ⊆ K
is a KBD-diagnosis w.r.t. kDPI iff ∆ = {ci | i ∈ I} ⊆ COMPS is an
MBD-diagnosis for mDPI.
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Reducing MBD to KBD

Also, there is a bijective correspondence between KBD-conflicts and
MBD-conflicts:

Theorem 2
Let mDPI = (SD, COMPS, OBS,MEAS) be an MBD-DPI and
kDPI = 〈K,B,P,N〉R a KBD-DPI modeling mDPI as per (4) – (8).
Further, let COMPS = {c1, . . . , cn} and I ⊆ {1, . . . ,n}. Then,
C = {ci | i ∈ I} ⊆ COMPS is an MBD-conflict for mDPI iff
C = {αi | i ∈ I} ⊆ K is a KBD-conflict w.r.t. kDPI.

Proof.
C is a KBD-conflict w.r.t. kDPI iff K \ C = {αi | i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} \ I} is not
a KBD-diagnosis w.r.t. kDPI (Property 2) iff {ci | i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} \ I} is
not an MBD-diagnosis for mDPI (Theorem 1) iff {ci | i ∈ I} = C is an
MBD-conflict for mDPI ([Reiter, 1987, Prop. 4.2]).
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Full-Adder MBD Example (Genesereth, 1984)

A1

X1 X2

A2

O1

circuit inputs (from top to bottom)
1
0
1

circuit outputs (from top to bottom)
1
0
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Example (cont’d)
i αi SDbeh SDgen OBS

1 ¬AB(X1)→ beh(X1) •
2 ¬AB(X2)→ beh(X2) •
3 ¬AB(A1)→ beh(A1) •
4 ¬AB(A2)→ beh(A2) •
5 ¬AB(O1)→ beh(O1) •
6 out(X1) = in2(A2) •
7 out(X1) = in1(X2) •
8 out(A2) = in1(O1) •
9 in1(A2) = in2(X2) •

10 in1(X1) = in1(A1) •
11 in2(X1) = in2(A1) •
12 out(A1) = in2(O1) •
13 in1(X1) = 1 •
14 in2(X1) = 0 •
15 in1(A2) = 1 •
16 out(X2) = 1 •
17 out(O1) = 0 •

COMPS

{X1, X2, A1, A2, O1}
c beh(c) for c ∈ COMPS

X1 out(X1) = xor(in1(X1), in2(X1))

X2 out(X2) = xor(in1(X2), in2(X2))

A1 out(A1) = xor(in1(A1), in2(A1))

A2 out(A2) = xor(in1(A2), in2(A2))

O1 out(O1) = xor(in1(O1), in2(O1))

i MEAS

× ×

Table 1: MBD-DPI ExM obtained from circuit diagnosis prob-
lem in Fig. 1.

i αi K B
1 out(X1) = xor(in1(X1), in2(X1)) •
2 out(X2) = xor(in1(X2), in2(X2)) •
3 out(A1) = and(in1(A1), in2(A1)) •
4 out(A2) = and(in1(A2), in2(A2)) •
5 out(O1) = or(in1(O1), in2(O1)) •
6 out(X1) = in2(A2) •
7 out(X1) = in1(X2) •
8 out(A2) = in1(O1) •
9 in1(A2) = in2(X2) •

10 in1(X1) = in1(A1) •
11 in2(X1) = in2(A1) •
12 out(A1) = in2(O1) •
13 in1(X1) = 1 •
14 in2(X1) = 0 •
15 in1(A2) = 1 •
16 out(X2) = 1 •
17 out(O1) = 0 •
i pi ∈ P

× ×
i ni ∈ N

× ×
i ri ∈ R

1 consistency

min KBD-conflicts

{α1, α2} , {α1, α4, α5}
min KBD-diagnoses

{α1} , {α2, α4} , {α2, α5}

Table 2: KBD-DPI ExM2K obtained from MBD-DPI ExM from
Tab. 1.

O1 (or-gate), which are at the same time the system
components COMPS of interest. The system description
SD = SDbeh ∪ SDgen consists of a knowledge base
SDbeh = {α1, . . . , α5} describing the behavior of each
gate given it is working properly, e.g. for gate X1, SDbeh

includes the sentence α1 := (¬AB(X1) → out(X1) =
xor(in1(X1), in2(X1))). Besides, SD includes a knowl-
edge base SDgen = {α6, . . . , α12} describing which gate-
terminals are connected by wires, e.g. the wire connecting
X1 to X2 is defined by the sentence α7 := (out(X1) =
in1(X2)). For simplicity we omit the explicit statement
of additional general domain knowledge in SDgen such as
axioms for Boolean algebra or axioms restricting wires
to only either 0 or 1 values. The observations OBS =
{α13, . . . , α17} are given by the system inputs and outputs
(see the table in Fig. 1). Finally, since there are no already
performed measurements, the set MEAS is empty.

Assuming all components are healthy, i.e. all gates func-
tion properly, we find out that SD∗[∅] is inconsistent (cf.
Def. 3). That is, the assumption of no faulty components
conflicts with the observations OBS made. For instance,
if X1 and X2 manifest nominal behavior, we can deduce
that the output out(X2) = 0 which contradicts the ob-
servation sentence α16 := (out(X2) = 1). Supposing
either of the components X1 and X2 to be nominal, we
can no longer deduce out(X2) = 0 (or any other sen-
tence contradicting OBS). Therefore, C1 := {X1, X2} is
a minimal MBD-conflict (cf. Def. 5). Similarly, we find
that C2 := {X1, A2, O1} is the only other minimal MBD-
conflict for ExM. Computing minimal hitting sets of all min-

imal MBD-conflicts C1, C2 (Property 1), we obtain three
minimal MBD-diagnoses ∆1 := {X1}, ∆2 := {X2, A2}
and ∆3 := {X2, O1}.

Let the diagnostic goal G be the achievement of com-
plete diagnostic certainty, i.e. to single out the correct
minimal MBD-diagnosis. The goal of the MBD-problem
is then to find new measurements m1, . . . ,mk such that
there is a single minimal diagnosis ∆ for (SD, COMPS, OBS,
MEAS ∪ {m1, . . . ,mk}). Let the first measurement m1 be
the observation of the terminal out(X1), and let the value
of it be 0. Then, ∆1 is still a minimal MBD-diagnosis for
ExMnew := (SD, COMPS, OBS,MEAS ∪ {{out(X1) = 0}})
since the abnormality of X1 explains both OBS and MEAS.
Moreover, all other MBD-diagnoses for ExMnew must con-
tain X1 (since its faultiness is the only explanation for
MEAS) and thus be supersets of ∆1. Hence, ∆1 is the
only minimal MBD-diagnosis for ExMnew and thus the ac-
tually faulty component in this scenario is X1 (under the
assumption that a ⊆-minimal set of components is broken).
This fact could be derived by conducting only one measure-
ment.

3 Knowledge Base Debugging
In this section we revisit the KBD problem [8; 14; 15; 12;
16; 17; 13] (discussed in detail in [13]).

The inputs to a KB debugging problem can be charac-
terized as follows: Given is a KB K to be repaired and a
KB B (background knowledge). All sentences in B are con-
sidered correct and all sentences in K are considered poten-

MBD-DPI

⇒

i αi SDbeh SDgen OBS

1 ¬AB(X1)→ beh(X1) •
2 ¬AB(X2)→ beh(X2) •
3 ¬AB(A1)→ beh(A1) •
4 ¬AB(A2)→ beh(A2) •
5 ¬AB(O1)→ beh(O1) •
6 out(X1) = in2(A2) •
7 out(X1) = in1(X2) •
8 out(A2) = in1(O1) •
9 in1(A2) = in2(X2) •

10 in1(X1) = in1(A1) •
11 in2(X1) = in2(A1) •
12 out(A1) = in2(O1) •
13 in1(X1) = 1 •
14 in2(X1) = 0 •
15 in1(A2) = 1 •
16 out(X2) = 1 •
17 out(O1) = 0 •

COMPS

{X1, X2, A1, A2, O1}
c beh(c) for c ∈ COMPS

X1 out(X1) = xor(in1(X1), in2(X1))

X2 out(X2) = xor(in1(X2), in2(X2))

A1 out(A1) = xor(in1(A1), in2(A1))

A2 out(A2) = xor(in1(A2), in2(A2))

O1 out(O1) = xor(in1(O1), in2(O1))

i MEAS

× ×

Table 1: MBD-DPI ExM obtained from circuit diagnosis prob-
lem in Fig. 1.

i αi K B
1 out(X1) = xor(in1(X1), in2(X1)) •
2 out(X2) = xor(in1(X2), in2(X2)) •
3 out(A1) = and(in1(A1), in2(A1)) •
4 out(A2) = and(in1(A2), in2(A2)) •
5 out(O1) = or(in1(O1), in2(O1)) •
6 out(X1) = in2(A2) •
7 out(X1) = in1(X2) •
8 out(A2) = in1(O1) •
9 in1(A2) = in2(X2) •

10 in1(X1) = in1(A1) •
11 in2(X1) = in2(A1) •
12 out(A1) = in2(O1) •
13 in1(X1) = 1 •
14 in2(X1) = 0 •
15 in1(A2) = 1 •
16 out(X2) = 1 •
17 out(O1) = 0 •
i pi ∈ P

× ×
i ni ∈ N

× ×
i ri ∈ R

1 consistency

min KBD-conflicts

{α1, α2} , {α1, α4, α5}
min KBD-diagnoses

{α1} , {α2, α4} , {α2, α5}

Table 2: KBD-DPI ExM2K obtained from MBD-DPI ExM from
Tab. 1.

O1 (or-gate), which are at the same time the system
components COMPS of interest. The system description
SD = SDbeh ∪ SDgen consists of a knowledge base
SDbeh = {α1, . . . , α5} describing the behavior of each
gate given it is working properly, e.g. for gate X1, SDbeh

includes the sentence α1 := (¬AB(X1) → out(X1) =
xor(in1(X1), in2(X1))). Besides, SD includes a knowl-
edge base SDgen = {α6, . . . , α12} describing which gate-
terminals are connected by wires, e.g. the wire connecting
X1 to X2 is defined by the sentence α7 := (out(X1) =
in1(X2)). For simplicity we omit the explicit statement
of additional general domain knowledge in SDgen such as
axioms for Boolean algebra or axioms restricting wires
to only either 0 or 1 values. The observations OBS =
{α13, . . . , α17} are given by the system inputs and outputs
(see the table in Fig. 1). Finally, since there are no already
performed measurements, the set MEAS is empty.

Assuming all components are healthy, i.e. all gates func-
tion properly, we find out that SD∗[∅] is inconsistent (cf.
Def. 3). That is, the assumption of no faulty components
conflicts with the observations OBS made. For instance,
if X1 and X2 manifest nominal behavior, we can deduce
that the output out(X2) = 0 which contradicts the ob-
servation sentence α16 := (out(X2) = 1). Supposing
either of the components X1 and X2 to be nominal, we
can no longer deduce out(X2) = 0 (or any other sen-
tence contradicting OBS). Therefore, C1 := {X1, X2} is
a minimal MBD-conflict (cf. Def. 5). Similarly, we find
that C2 := {X1, A2, O1} is the only other minimal MBD-
conflict for ExM. Computing minimal hitting sets of all min-

imal MBD-conflicts C1, C2 (Property 1), we obtain three
minimal MBD-diagnoses ∆1 := {X1}, ∆2 := {X2, A2}
and ∆3 := {X2, O1}.

Let the diagnostic goal G be the achievement of com-
plete diagnostic certainty, i.e. to single out the correct
minimal MBD-diagnosis. The goal of the MBD-problem
is then to find new measurements m1, . . . ,mk such that
there is a single minimal diagnosis ∆ for (SD, COMPS, OBS,
MEAS ∪ {m1, . . . ,mk}). Let the first measurement m1 be
the observation of the terminal out(X1), and let the value
of it be 0. Then, ∆1 is still a minimal MBD-diagnosis for
ExMnew := (SD, COMPS, OBS,MEAS ∪ {{out(X1) = 0}})
since the abnormality of X1 explains both OBS and MEAS.
Moreover, all other MBD-diagnoses for ExMnew must con-
tain X1 (since its faultiness is the only explanation for
MEAS) and thus be supersets of ∆1. Hence, ∆1 is the
only minimal MBD-diagnosis for ExMnew and thus the ac-
tually faulty component in this scenario is X1 (under the
assumption that a ⊆-minimal set of components is broken).
This fact could be derived by conducting only one measure-
ment.

3 Knowledge Base Debugging
In this section we revisit the KBD problem [8; 14; 15; 12;
16; 17; 13] (discussed in detail in [13]).

The inputs to a KB debugging problem can be charac-
terized as follows: Given is a KB K to be repaired and a
KB B (background knowledge). All sentences in B are con-
sidered correct and all sentences in K are considered poten-

KBD-DPI
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Example (cont’d)

⇓

i αi SDbeh SDgen OBS

1 ¬AB(X1)→ beh(X1) •
2 ¬AB(X2)→ beh(X2) •
3 ¬AB(A1)→ beh(A1) •
4 ¬AB(A2)→ beh(A2) •
5 ¬AB(O1)→ beh(O1) •
6 out(X1) = in2(A2) •
7 out(X1) = in1(X2) •
8 out(A2) = in1(O1) •
9 in1(A2) = in2(X2) •

10 in1(X1) = in1(A1) •
11 in2(X1) = in2(A1) •
12 out(A1) = in2(O1) •
13 in1(X1) = 1 •
14 in2(X1) = 0 •
15 in1(A2) = 1 •
16 out(X2) = 1 •
17 out(O1) = 0 •

COMPS

{X1, X2, A1, A2, O1}
c beh(c) for c ∈ COMPS

X1 out(X1) = xor(in1(X1), in2(X1))

X2 out(X2) = xor(in1(X2), in2(X2))

A1 out(A1) = xor(in1(A1), in2(A1))

A2 out(A2) = xor(in1(A2), in2(A2))

O1 out(O1) = xor(in1(O1), in2(O1))

i MEAS

× ×

Table 1: MBD-DPI ExM obtained from circuit diagnosis prob-
lem in Fig. 1.

i αi K B
1 out(X1) = xor(in1(X1), in2(X1)) •
2 out(X2) = xor(in1(X2), in2(X2)) •
3 out(A1) = and(in1(A1), in2(A1)) •
4 out(A2) = and(in1(A2), in2(A2)) •
5 out(O1) = or(in1(O1), in2(O1)) •
6 out(X1) = in2(A2) •
7 out(X1) = in1(X2) •
8 out(A2) = in1(O1) •
9 in1(A2) = in2(X2) •

10 in1(X1) = in1(A1) •
11 in2(X1) = in2(A1) •
12 out(A1) = in2(O1) •
13 in1(X1) = 1 •
14 in2(X1) = 0 •
15 in1(A2) = 1 •
16 out(X2) = 1 •
17 out(O1) = 0 •
i pi ∈ P

× ×
i ni ∈ N

× ×
i ri ∈ R

1 consistency

min MBD-conflicts

{X1, X2} , {X1, A2, O1}
min MBD-diagnoses

{X1} , {X2, A2} , {X2, O1}

Table 2: KBD-DPI ExM2K obtained from MBD-DPI ExM from
Tab. 1.

O1 (or-gate), which are at the same time the system
components COMPS of interest. The system description
SD = SDbeh ∪ SDgen consists of a knowledge base
SDbeh = {α1, . . . , α5} describing the behavior of each
gate given it is working properly, e.g. for gate X1, SDbeh

includes the sentence α1 := (¬AB(X1) → out(X1) =
xor(in1(X1), in2(X1))). Besides, SD includes a knowl-
edge base SDgen = {α6, . . . , α12} describing which gate-
terminals are connected by wires, e.g. the wire connecting
X1 to X2 is defined by the sentence α7 := (out(X1) =
in1(X2)). For simplicity we omit the explicit statement
of additional general domain knowledge in SDgen such as
axioms for Boolean algebra or axioms restricting wires
to only either 0 or 1 values. The observations OBS =
{α13, . . . , α17} are given by the system inputs and outputs
(see the table in Fig. 1). Finally, since there are no already
performed measurements, the set MEAS is empty.

Assuming all components are healthy, i.e. all gates func-
tion properly, we find out that SD∗[∅] is inconsistent (cf.
Def. 3). That is, the assumption of no faulty components
conflicts with the observations OBS made. For instance,
if X1 and X2 manifest nominal behavior, we can deduce
that the output out(X2) = 0 which contradicts the ob-
servation sentence α16 := (out(X2) = 1). Supposing
either of the components X1 and X2 to be nominal, we
can no longer deduce out(X2) = 0 (or any other sen-
tence contradicting OBS). Therefore, C1 := {X1, X2} is
a minimal MBD-conflict (cf. Def. 5). Similarly, we find
that C2 := {X1, A2, O1} is the only other minimal MBD-
conflict for ExM. Computing minimal hitting sets of all min-

imal MBD-conflicts C1, C2 (Property 1), we obtain three
minimal MBD-diagnoses ∆1 := {X1}, ∆2 := {X2, A2}
and ∆3 := {X2, O1}.

Let the diagnostic goal G be the achievement of com-
plete diagnostic certainty, i.e. to single out the correct
minimal MBD-diagnosis. The goal of the MBD-problem
is then to find new measurements m1, . . . ,mk such that
there is a single minimal diagnosis ∆ for (SD, COMPS, OBS,
MEAS ∪ {m1, . . . ,mk}). Let the first measurement m1 be
the observation of the terminal out(X1), and let the value
of it be 0. Then, ∆1 is still a minimal MBD-diagnosis for
ExMnew := (SD, COMPS, OBS,MEAS ∪ {{out(X1) = 0}})
since the abnormality of X1 explains both OBS and MEAS.
Moreover, all other MBD-diagnoses for ExMnew must con-
tain X1 (since its faultiness is the only explanation for
MEAS) and thus be supersets of ∆1. Hence, ∆1 is the
only minimal MBD-diagnosis for ExMnew and thus the ac-
tually faulty component in this scenario is X1 (under the
assumption that a ⊆-minimal set of components is broken).
This fact could be derived by conducting only one measure-
ment.

3 Knowledge Base Debugging
In this section we revisit the KBD problem [8; 14; 15; 12;
16; 17; 13] (discussed in detail in [13]).

The inputs to a KB debugging problem can be charac-
terized as follows: Given is a KB K to be repaired and a
KB B (background knowledge). All sentences in B are con-
sidered correct and all sentences in K are considered poten-
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⇐

i αi SDbeh SDgen OBS

1 ¬AB(X1)→ beh(X1) •
2 ¬AB(X2)→ beh(X2) •
3 ¬AB(A1)→ beh(A1) •
4 ¬AB(A2)→ beh(A2) •
5 ¬AB(O1)→ beh(O1) •
6 out(X1) = in2(A2) •
7 out(X1) = in1(X2) •
8 out(A2) = in1(O1) •
9 in1(A2) = in2(X2) •

10 in1(X1) = in1(A1) •
11 in2(X1) = in2(A1) •
12 out(A1) = in2(O1) •
13 in1(X1) = 1 •
14 in2(X1) = 0 •
15 in1(A2) = 1 •
16 out(X2) = 1 •
17 out(O1) = 0 •

COMPS

{X1, X2, A1, A2, O1}
c beh(c) for c ∈ COMPS

X1 out(X1) = xor(in1(X1), in2(X1))

X2 out(X2) = xor(in1(X2), in2(X2))

A1 out(A1) = xor(in1(A1), in2(A1))

A2 out(A2) = xor(in1(A2), in2(A2))

O1 out(O1) = xor(in1(O1), in2(O1))

i MEAS

× ×

Table 1: MBD-DPI ExM obtained from circuit diagnosis prob-
lem in Fig. 1.

i αi K B
1 out(X1) = xor(in1(X1), in2(X1)) •
2 out(X2) = xor(in1(X2), in2(X2)) •
3 out(A1) = and(in1(A1), in2(A1)) •
4 out(A2) = and(in1(A2), in2(A2)) •
5 out(O1) = or(in1(O1), in2(O1)) •
6 out(X1) = in2(A2) •
7 out(X1) = in1(X2) •
8 out(A2) = in1(O1) •
9 in1(A2) = in2(X2) •

10 in1(X1) = in1(A1) •
11 in2(X1) = in2(A1) •
12 out(A1) = in2(O1) •
13 in1(X1) = 1 •
14 in2(X1) = 0 •
15 in1(A2) = 1 •
16 out(X2) = 1 •
17 out(O1) = 0 •
i pi ∈ P

× ×
i ni ∈ N

× ×
i ri ∈ R

1 consistency

min KBD-conflicts

{α1, α2} , {α1, α4, α5}
min KBD-diagnoses

{α1} , {α2, α4} , {α2, α5}

Table 2: KBD-DPI ExM2K obtained from MBD-DPI ExM from
Tab. 1.

O1 (or-gate), which are at the same time the system
components COMPS of interest. The system description
SD = SDbeh ∪ SDgen consists of a knowledge base
SDbeh = {α1, . . . , α5} describing the behavior of each
gate given it is working properly, e.g. for gate X1, SDbeh

includes the sentence α1 := (¬AB(X1) → out(X1) =
xor(in1(X1), in2(X1))). Besides, SD includes a knowl-
edge base SDgen = {α6, . . . , α12} describing which gate-
terminals are connected by wires, e.g. the wire connecting
X1 to X2 is defined by the sentence α7 := (out(X1) =
in1(X2)). For simplicity we omit the explicit statement
of additional general domain knowledge in SDgen such as
axioms for Boolean algebra or axioms restricting wires
to only either 0 or 1 values. The observations OBS =
{α13, . . . , α17} are given by the system inputs and outputs
(see the table in Fig. 1). Finally, since there are no already
performed measurements, the set MEAS is empty.

Assuming all components are healthy, i.e. all gates func-
tion properly, we find out that SD∗[∅] is inconsistent (cf.
Def. 3). That is, the assumption of no faulty components
conflicts with the observations OBS made. For instance,
if X1 and X2 manifest nominal behavior, we can deduce
that the output out(X2) = 0 which contradicts the ob-
servation sentence α16 := (out(X2) = 1). Supposing
either of the components X1 and X2 to be nominal, we
can no longer deduce out(X2) = 0 (or any other sen-
tence contradicting OBS). Therefore, C1 := {X1, X2} is
a minimal MBD-conflict (cf. Def. 5). Similarly, we find
that C2 := {X1, A2, O1} is the only other minimal MBD-
conflict for ExM. Computing minimal hitting sets of all min-

imal MBD-conflicts C1, C2 (Property 1), we obtain three
minimal MBD-diagnoses ∆1 := {X1}, ∆2 := {X2, A2}
and ∆3 := {X2, O1}.

Let the diagnostic goal G be the achievement of com-
plete diagnostic certainty, i.e. to single out the correct
minimal MBD-diagnosis. The goal of the MBD-problem
is then to find new measurements m1, . . . ,mk such that
there is a single minimal diagnosis ∆ for (SD, COMPS, OBS,
MEAS ∪ {m1, . . . ,mk}). Let the first measurement m1 be
the observation of the terminal out(X1), and let the value
of it be 0. Then, ∆1 is still a minimal MBD-diagnosis for
ExMnew := (SD, COMPS, OBS,MEAS ∪ {{out(X1) = 0}})
since the abnormality of X1 explains both OBS and MEAS.
Moreover, all other MBD-diagnoses for ExMnew must con-
tain X1 (since its faultiness is the only explanation for
MEAS) and thus be supersets of ∆1. Hence, ∆1 is the
only minimal MBD-diagnosis for ExMnew and thus the ac-
tually faulty component in this scenario is X1 (under the
assumption that a ⊆-minimal set of components is broken).
This fact could be derived by conducting only one measure-
ment.

3 Knowledge Base Debugging
In this section we revisit the KBD problem [8; 14; 15; 12;
16; 17; 13] (discussed in detail in [13]).

The inputs to a KB debugging problem can be charac-
terized as follows: Given is a KB K to be repaired and a
KB B (background knowledge). All sentences in B are con-
sidered correct and all sentences in K are considered poten-
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Figure: Pictures of animals
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Lessons learned...

Can find all MBD-diagnoses and MBD-conflicts for any MBD
problem by representing it as a KBD problem and solving the
latter for KBD-diagnoses and KBD-conflicts, respectively
Sequential MBD problem is a special case of Sequential KBD
problem: Former can be solved for a given MBD-DPI MP by
reducing MP to a KBD-DPI KP and solving latter for KP under
the restriction that Nnew = ∅
Methods targeting KBD-problem are more general than those
addressing MBD-problem as they allow the specification of
negative information Nnew in addition to positive one (Pnew and
MEASnew , respectively)
Existing KBD methods such as [Felfernig et al., 2004],
[Shchekotykhin et al., 2012] and [Rodler, 2015] are suitable to be
used for solving arbitrary MBD problems as per [Reiter, 1987]
and [de Kleer & Williams, 1987]
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